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CELEBRATED
Wilfred Kamusiime 

Vice President 
Edward Ssekandi 
has commended 
the leadership and 

general membership of the 
police force for being pro-
people. 

This was during the annual 
Police day celebrations held at 
Nkumba University on October 
3, 2017. While presiding over 
the function, Ssekandi said: 
“I want to thank the Uganda 
Police Force for being more 
pro-people, which has made 
the police more proactive 
in their profession.”  He 
added: “Uganda is striving 
to create a first-class police 
force, with high technological 
advancements.” 

Indeed, steps have been taken 
in building specialized units 
like forensics, cybercrime and 
the information technology 
criminal investigation 
departments to enable improve 
police’s public image and 
ensure a crime-free society. 
The force has made significant 
strides in the protection of 
lives, security, property and 
upholding law and order. 
Connecting with communities 
to fight crime is the right 
approach in this new era of 
criminality.

This partnership with the 
communities has not only 
helped in fighting against crime 
but has also helped mobilize 
resources to fill certain 
resource gaps.

While commenting on the 
day’s theme, Ssekandi said: 
“The theme for this year’s 
celebrations is very befitting; 
it’s very crucial in achieving 
the following objectives: 
preventing crime through 
social transformation and 
mobilizing and sensitizing the 
communities on their role in 
the fight against crime, building 
confidence in members 
of the community through 
effective crime management, 
rejuvenating police community 
partnership in crime fight, 
reinforcing efforts in the 
prevention and protection of 
women and girls from all forms 
of violence.”

This year’s theme was 
‘Connecting with communities 
to fight crime.’

He said Police day 
celebration is driven by 
the need to prevent crime 
through transformation of the 
environment in urban centers 
in which crime and bad social 
behaviors thrive; urban centres 
act as hideouts for criminal 
gangs, and specific problems 
such as drug abuse, human 
trafficking, witchcraft, youth 
unemployment and others 
need to be tackled. 

On the recent killings of 
women in Wakiso district, 
Ssekandi said: “Activities like 
popularizing and rolling out 
patrol teams, establishing 
lookout teams and area zoning 
through the ‘Mayumba Kkumi’ 
concept will help end criminal 
acts in these areas.”
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VP Ssekandi graces activities, commends Police leadership

Vice President Edward Ssekandi 
inspects the parade as chief guest



In his conclusion, Ssekandi 
said government is committed 
to supporting the Uganda 
Police Force in its drive to 
professionalize itself, expand 
its infrastructure and improve 
the welfare of officers so as to 
achieve the force’s objectives.

The inspector general of 
police, Gen Kale Kayihura, 
while addressing the gathering 
promised to do what it takes 
to stop the murders in Wakiso. 
He also explained why it 
was decided to hold the 
celebrations in Katabi, which is 
in Wakiso. “We chose to hold 
police celebrations in Katabi 
to express our solidarity. 
There have been high fears 
and panic in this area; so, we 
are here not to condole but 
to strengthen you. We have 
increased on the number of 
policemen in Katabi on foot 
patrol,  motorcycles and patrol 
cars. They will be coordinating 
with crime preventers and 
Local Council chairpersons to 
monitor security right

from the grassroots level.”

He noted that the police and 
other security organs have 
resolved to end criminality 
through combined efforts 
and employment of new 
security measures through 
strengthening neighborhood 
watch as well as increasing 
deployment in the area. He, 
therefore, challenged sister 
security organs to rise up to 
the task so as to rebuild public 
confidence.

The IGP used the celebrations 
to recognize over 200 
members of the community 
with certificates of appreciation 
for their unending efforts in 
the fight against crime in 
Uganda. They include, among 
others, Dr. Herbert Ssekandi, 
a resident of Nansana 
municipality; Ronald Kalema, 
the mayor, Katabi; Joshua 
Cheptegei; and Dorothy 
Nankya.

POLICE WEEK
The Police day was a 
climax of the Police week 
which was packaged with 
different activities  such as 
free health service to the 
public, community policing, 
a marathon race in Nansana 
municipality,  a public lecture 
at Nkumba University, 
exhibitions by different 
directorates and departments 
of the police force, countrywide 
appreciation and strengthening 
the police relationship with the 
public.

Police day was on October 3, 
2014 gazetted by President 
Museveni while officiating 
at the Police centenary 
celebrations. The day is the 

peak of activities at the end of 
the Police week and must fall 
on October 3 every year. The 
week’s emphasis is always the 
strengthening of community-
based policing, plus 
celebration of achievements in 
preventing and fighting crime 
and bringing the public closer 
to the police service. 

This year’s Police week which 
is the third one, started on 
September 27 to October 
3. Police set up medical 
camps at Nansana and at 
Mukono Church of Uganda 
grounds. The camps offered 
free medical services to the 
community and there were 
community engagements 
where the community could 
discuss security issues with 
the Police.

POLICE DAY / WEEK
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Directorate of Forensic Services members march 
during the 3rd commemoration of Police day

Counter terrorism officers showcase during 
the Police day commemoration at Nkumba 
University grounds

Goose march parade at Nkumba 
University on Police day, 2017





School students who 
participated in parade,

Senior security officers 
particularly representatives of 
service chiefs, 

Ladies and gentlemen. 

Really it’s unfair to ask me 
to speak when I have been 

overthrown. This is my farewell 
speech; I was not alerted by 
the Police Authority that I was 
on my way out when I just 
have been given contract. I 
had prepared a speech for the 
Police day, now that I have 
turned it to a farewell speech, I 
must vacate for IGP Elizabeth 
Atukunda. (Atukunda was a mock 
inspector general of police for one 
day under a girl child empowerment 
arrangement) 

For the interest of time, I will 
not say much, Your Excellency; 
I will restrict my remarks to 
adding on what [was said by] 
the Chief Political Commissar 
who gave a report of what 
we did during the community 
policing week and the Resident 
District Commissioner who 
gave you a report on what has 
been happening in Nansana, 
Katabi, to fight this wave 
of attacks on women and 
girls which has been widely 
reported. 

I will restrict myself on two 
points; one, why 

did we 

choose to hold our Police 
day and the main community 
police week activities in Katabi 
and Nansana? Number one 
is to express our solidarity to 
especially Katabi because 
in Nansana, the problem is 
no more, I believe, like the 
RDC said, the last killing 
was on May 3 this year. Nine 
killings; eight of them are 
sex workers and the gang 
which was responsible for 
that was arrested. They are 
now remanded by the courts. 
The last killing was on July 25 
and, since then, almost three 
months, we have not had any 
incidents, because of what 
the RDC said as measures 
have been put in place and 
a number of girls have been 
saved and there is even zero 
criminality.

Sir, Nansana had become a 
hub, a hideout for criminals 
of all sorts; hired killers, 
assassins… Actually on July 
30, there was a case of a man 
who wanted to kill his wife; he 
had hired killers and they had 
passed through his sister who 
lives in Nansana to link him to 
the assassins and what saved 
the situation is 
that a crime 

preventer got to learn about it, 
and informed the police who 
laid a trap and got him arrested 
and the woman was saved and 
they are now under witness 
protection. And there are many 
others, about 28 incidents both 
in Nansana and here, in which 
women and girls were saved 
and property recovered. The 
RDC gave a few examples; 
and Sir, we shall give a 
comprehensive report on the 
work that has been done.  

Because the problem is still in 
Katabi town ouncil, we decided 
to bring you here [not only to] 
make the problem of this wave 
of crime which we are yet to 
resolve a focus of attention for 
the country but also to express 
solidarity because there has 
been voices kind of creating 
fear and panic. I want to report 
that the work we have done 
here, it’s coming to a month 
now, people of Katabi, thanks 
to the leadership. And sir, I 
want to recognize the support 
of the mayor, Katabi town 
ouncil; he is not from NRM, he 
is actually from the opposition 
but he has enthusiastically 
welcomed us, joined our team, 
not just joining but providing 
leadership up to today and I 
want to thank you on behalf 
of the Uganda Police Force 
and the security agencies that 
support us. 

So, people of Nansana and 
Katabi, we have come here 
not to condole; we have 
brought the president here to 
strengthen you, those who 
were intimidating you, they 
should stop because the 
government is there to protect 
you. The problem which came 
here will be solved through 
your cooperation with us and 

IGP’s speech ON POLICE DAY
October 3, 2017 at Nkumba University

POLICE DAY / WEEK
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I am very sure that the extra 
measures we have taken in 
Katabi; extra deployments, the 
lookout teams, so far it’s almost 
two weeks when there are no 
incidents reported. Instead, 
we are making arrests and 
breaking all criminal cells that 
have been put here and taking 
them to Luzira prison.   

So, we are here to express 
solidarity; number two, to 
express resolve not as police 
but all of us the security 
organs: the military, prisons, 
intelligence services. We have 
resolved to end criminality; 
yes, you can’t avoid incidents 
here and there but we have 
resolved and once we combine 
these capabilities that we 
demonstrated and other 
capabilities which we could 
not demonstrate because of 
limited space, national security 
assets both of the police and 
other security agencies, I have 
no doubt we shall bring down 
criminality significantly apart 
from defeating this challenge 
that we are facing now. 

This event serves to reassure 
the people and I believe, Sir, 
you will express yourself on it. 

Another point is to emphasize 
the significance of the theme 
that we chose, ‘Connecting 
with communities to end 
crime’. Remember when 
we were celebrating our 
Centenary plus on October 
3, 2014, H.E the President 
handed to me instruments to 
operationalize our Uganda 
model of community policing. I 
was given a torch and a flag as 
instruments for operationalising 
this policing of a new type 
which is the great popular 
vigilance of the people with the 
capabilities. 

You have just seen the police 
supported by sister security 
agencies; that’s community 
policing which, by the way, 
is even enshrined in the 
Constitution. Article 212, which 
provides for the function of 
Uganda Police Force, also 
provides for community as 
a method of policing which 
obviously is more than police 

because it makes it mandatory, 
because the farmers of the 
Constitution were aware that 
police cannot carry out the 
function of protecting lives and 
property, ensuring law and 
order, preventing and detecting 
crime without the support 
of other actors in the public 
domain. 

Article 212(d) says that police 
in carrying out your functions, 
you shall cooperate with civil 
authorities, other security 
organs and the population. 
Generally our model of 
community policing was 
enshrined in the Constitution 
even before we developed it. 
So, I will start to operationalize 
this model which I also want 
to report, Sir, that some 
people claim that it’s my 
project but actually to put the 
record straight, the one who 
introduced community policing 
has distinguished it from the 
traditional policing of sitting 
in, with very little link with the 
people which was the colonial 
policing represented on the 
parade like you saw.  

But the mistake they made, 
they should not have put on 
shoes because the colonial 
police had stockings up to 
the knee but without shoes; 
they had no shoes and you 
remember the theme of 
our centenary celebrations, 
‘Transformation from colonial 
policing to community policing’. 
Because in any case the 
colonial police, which is the 
modern police introduced by 
the British here, was not meant 
to protect us; it was meant to 
terrorize us as the British took 
away whatever they wanted to 
take from here because they 
didn’t come here to improve us. 

Our task, therefore, was to get 
the police away from that type 
of policing to getting police 
closer to the people. Now the 
one who formally introduced 
community policing is seated 
next to you, Cossy Odomel, 
in 1989. He was the IGP for 
eight years; then John Kisembo 
developed it, then Katumba 
Wamala again developed [it 
further] and in 2005 when I 
took over from Gen Katumba, 
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Some of the community members that 
turned up the marathon in Nansana.

IGP Gen Kale Kayihura engages in exercises 

after a marathon with the Nansana community



I saw it as the biggest pillar 
which I could use to build 
an effective policing system, 
and I remember the first thing 
Gen Katumba told me was to 
develop community policing. 

 I would like to thank H.E the 
President for his trust and 
confidence in letting me serve 
the country for this length of 
time unlike my predecessors. 
So, I have been able to 
contribute to its development 
and we have developed a 
model based on our own 
uniqueness. Community 
policing is now a global 
phenomenon; almost all police 
forces use it but this country 
has got its own uniqueness. 

In our case, we had got 
‘Mayumba Kkumi’ in 1979 
and then from Luweero bush, 
we introduced the ‘Local 
Council’ system which was 
a security system although 
it has become a governance 
system and so we have used 
this one as a foundation. The 
president improved it by adding 
the lookout teams and crime 
preventers at the village level 
and it is doing wonders. 

 This model as we said is 
built on three principles, its 
orientation is more of crime 
prevention, not so much 
of reacting to crime. How? 
Through building partnership 
and I am very happy that Plan 

International has come up in 
this aspect of gender-based 
crime and our Child and Family 
Unit too. 

The problem is we do more of 
talking than doing. I hope I am 
not one of them but let’s have 
concrete actions of protecting 
the children and women, fight 
domestic violence. 

There’s a big problem that 
came out during our public 
lecture; that there’s a crisis in 
the community and given the 
experience in Nansana and 
Katabi, there is crisis in the 
community. I don’t have time 
to go deep into that, there’s 
no sense of community, 
the communities are like 
orphans, stepmothers mistreat 
stepchildren, neglect of 
children…. Many of these girls 
I interacted with are victims of 
the circumstances but society 
is not bothered, those you 
call street children, we are the 
ones who have created them, 
yet we do not care, there’s no 
humaneness; so, these are 
some of the problems. 

There’s a big problem in the 
society. We have patrols 
in villages but there is no 
connection with the people. 
They [patrols] are just 
passing through but there’s 
no conviction; so, it must 
change  and I believe for the 
rest of public actors, whether 

governmental or NGOs, 
Uganda has got a big number 
of NGOs, you find them [even] 
in Nansana. If they were 
working, we wouldn’t be having 
these problems. 

That’s the reason we felt we 
should focus the country on. 
We must connect if we are 
to defeat crime or any other 
problem. Those in public 
affairs must coordinate with the 
people on ground. 

Out of appreciation, we do not 
just arrest and send to prison, 
because many people who 
come back, come when they 
are sharper than they left. 
We need to supplement the 
criminal justice system and 
address fundamentals and 
that’s what we call problem 
solving as one of the pillars of 
community policing. 

So, as a consequence, we 
have established a police-
led joint task team involving 
Operation Wealth Creation 
because we must address this 
idleness which creates the 
indiscipline and the bad habits 
as they say in English: an idle 
mind is the workshop of the 
devil and actually it’s in these 
communities. 

We have partnership with 
university guild presidents 
and the ministry of Gender. 
We intend to bring on board 

Private Sector Foundation 
Uganda and the business 
community because they are 
the most vulnerable to crime. 
The objective is to tackle the 
problems in the environment, 
especially urban centers where 
there are factors that fuel crime 
beginning with idleness and 
youth unemployment, that have 
led to indiscipline in society. 

With that, I want to thank you 
on behalf of the Uganda Police 
Force that you have come and 
spent all this time with us. It’s 
not something that we should 
take for granted; not only does 
it overwhelm and energize us, 
it is also a challenge. I want to 
call upon police officers, those 
who have got temptations, 
please look for a priest and 
repent your sins today. Let us 
serve the people, putting on 
this uniform is to serve; I don’t 
want you to spoil your careers. 
The confidence of people in 
you should be a challenge; they 
respect you and encourage 
you in spite of our weaknesses 
but also expect you to serve 
them. Do not wait for us at 
headquarters to come looking 
for you; serve the people, it 
can be done because I have 
demonstrated it. 

� ank you very much! 

POLICE DAY / WEEK
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Police officers pose with church 
leaders after prayers at St Stephen’s 
Church Naguru





1.  Traffi c and Road Safety
 The directorate’s function is to enforce traffic and road 

safety laws with a view of ensuring safety for all road 
users.

2.  Human Rights and Legal Services
 The directorate is responsible for advising Police 

Management and other officers on legal issues, 
initiating police-related legislations, guiding the 
police disciplinary process and drafting bills and 
other statutory instruments for the UPF for onward 
submission to the Solicitor General.

3.  Police Fire Prevention and Rescue Services
 The directorate is charged with three major functions 

namely: prevention of fire through inspection, 
education, investigation and media campaigns on 
rescue of life or any human being threatened by either 
natural or manmade hazards; fire extinguishment in 
order to protect and save property from destruction 
by fire; and active participation as a key player in 
national disaster management activities with other 
stakeholders.

4.  Police Health Services
 It is responsible for treatment, prevention and control 

of diseases for purposes of promoting good health 
lifestyles and behavior in the police community. It shall 
extend its services to the surrounding communities 
through medical emergency response in partnership 
with other directorates involved in rescue operations; 
and examination of victims and suspects who may 
require such evidence in the process of providing 
justice.

5.  Parliamentary Police
 This directorate is responsible for enforcement of 

law and order by providing safe and accessible 
environment for Members of Parliament, cabinet 
ministers, employees of parliament and the public.

6.  Forensic Services
 The directorate is responsible for detecting, 

investigating and preventing crime regarding highly-
specialized areas of cyber, ballistics, chemical analysis 
and questioned documents, among others.

7.  Criminal Investigation and Crime 
Intelligence (CICI)

  Its function is to ensure effective detection, 
investigation and prevention of crime.

8.  Human Resource Development & 
Management

 The directorate’s primary function is to establish 
appropriate human resource policies that enhance the 
performance of the Uganda Police Force.

9.  Information & Communication Technology
 Its role is to plan, develop and advise UPF on the 

implementation of ICT policies in accordance with the 
national ICT plan thereby maintaining international 
standards.

10.  Interpol
 Its role is to ensure international and regional 

cooperation in the fight against trans-national crime.

11.  Kampala Metropolitan Police 
 The directorate is tasked with policing the capital and 

neighboring districts. Its head reports directly to the 
Inspector General of Police. Geographically, it covers 
areas called Kampala Metropolitan North, South and 
East. 

12. Logistics and Engineering
  It develops and implements strategic policy for 

logistical and engineering support services for the 
Uganda Police Force.

CURRENT Directorates 
OF UGANDA POLICE FORCE
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13. Oil and Gas
 It was established specifically to ensure that the 

country’s oil and gas resources are adequately 
safeguarded. 

14. Operations
 The directorate’s role is to plan, implement, manage 

and coordinate all operational activities in the Uganda 
Police Force. 

15. Political Commissariat 
 The primary function of this directorate is to develop 

a patriotic, citizen-centric police force through 
engagement in education and community policing.

16. Research, Planning & Development
The directorate is tasked with carrying out ongoing 
assessment of UPF with a view to identifying areas for 
strategic development.

17.  Special Duties
 The directorate’s head reports directly to the IGP so as 

to ensure efficient functional command and control of 
the force. A number of units including the Fire Brigade, 
Tourism Police, Marine Unit and Canine Unit operate 
under the coordinated supervision of this directorate.

18. Welfare
 The role of the directorate is to maintain and enhance 

the welfare of Uganda Police officers and their families. 
One way in which this is achieved is through the 
provision of a duty-free shop for officers where they 
may purchase essential goods at reduced prices.

19. Administration
 The directorate’s main role is to undertake and improve 

the general administration and management of the 
Uganda Police Force.

20. Peace Support Operations
 The directorate’s main role is to ensure and prepare 

the Uganda Police Force to effectively fulfill Uganda’s 
regional and international obligations in peace support 
operations and develop systems, plans and procedures 
for effective peace support operations in liaison with 
the African Union and United Nations.

21. Counter terrorism
 The counter terrorism directorate is the lead Ugandan 

law enforcement entity charged with investigating, 
disrupting and responding to terrorist incidents in 
Uganda.

Source: UPF website
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Police spokesperson AIGP Asan 
Kasingye has urged the public to 
embrace the ten-house program, 
Mayumba Kkumi, an approach 

under community policing. This will help 
the public to discuss the challenges 
affecting them and later arrive at solutions 
to the problems affecting the community. 

Kasingye, who doubles as the police’s 
Chief Political Commissar (CPC), 
describes ‘Mayumba Kkumi’ as a new era 
of policing. He says our nation is built on 
the strength of our citizens. Every day, we 
encounter situations calling upon us to 
be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. 
Not only does neighborhood watch allow 
citizens to help in the fight against crime, 
it is also an opportunity for communities to 
bond through service. 

Kasingye explains the Neighborhood 
Watch program draws upon the 
compassion of average citizens, asking 
them to lend their neighbors a hand. The 
program is the portal for training to assist 
law enforcement agencies and their 
communities, with technical assistance, 
resource documents, watch stories, 
networking and assistance to the field staff. 
It also empowers citizens to become active 
in community efforts through participation 
in Neighborhood Watch groups. 

“Over time, crime has metamorphosed. 
We now have crimes that an ordinary 
police officer cannot tell how it’s done, 
such as terrorism, transnational crimes 
and cybercrime offenses, among 
others. Therefore, the public and 
communities generally 
should not sit while the 
police do this,” he said, 
adding: “We see a society 
that’s no longer passive but a 
society that must get involved in 
each aspect of life”. 

Kasingye says for any security 
organization mandated to ensure a crime-
free society, it should involve communities 

in achieving its security goals and 
objectives. 

He adds: “Communities need to realize 
that crimes are committed within them; 
the neighborhood concept, therefore, is 
not only intended to catch criminals and 
take them to the criminal justice system 
but it’s also about efforts that put back 
communities to order, changing the 
behaviors of the criminals. Mayumba 
Kkumi is more appealing to solving crimes, 
making police accountable to the public, 
securing life and property with the public 
and we only do that through engaging the 
community in policing.” 

Kasingye further explains that 
neighborhood watch is a concept 
of community policing that allows 
communities that look at each other, feel 
for each other and defend themselves, 
not only looking at the police but what 
the communities can offer to police 
themselves. 

“The concept of neighborhood watch 
involves schemes like community 
partnership, problem solving, crime 
prevention and reduction, accessibility, 
collaborative engagements visibility, 
improved response, accountability and 
empowerment. The historical perspective 
(colonial) of the Uganda Police Force 
was that the police are there not only 
to make arrests but also solve crime 
concerns within communities, go ahead 
and apprehend criminal offenders 
and make sure there’s law and 
order within communities,” 
he explains. 

The neighborhood watch system improves 
police accountability too. “When police 
comes and sits with the community, it 
becomes accountable and that’s what 
people want. When we have people that 
look at the safety of their neighborhood, it 
makes the work of the police easier. We 
now have nuclear communities where 
people wake up early in the morning for 
work and come back late in the night and 
don’t know their neighbors, meaning they 
are detached from each other and if there 
is domestic violence in one family, no one 
will bother; but neighborhood means I 
watch my neighbor, his children and his 
house, among others, just like I do to my 
family.” 

Kasingye is optimistic that when 
neighbourhood watch is adopted, it will 
help us achieve a crime-free society.

EMBRACE Mayumba 
Kkumi - ASAN KASINGYE 
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The Uganda Police 
Force emerged 
the overall winner, 
bringing home six 

gold and four silver medals 
at the recently concluded 1st 
Eastern Africa Police Chiefs 
Cooperation Organization 
(EAPCCO) games. 

The games were hosted at 
Uganda Christian University 
(UCU) Mukono from August 
24 to 29, 2017. 

During the 18th EAPCCO 
annual general meeting 
last year held in Kigali, 
Rwanda, it was resolved 
under resolution RES/
EAPCCO/2016/CPC/18/19 
that the Republic of Uganda 
shall host the inaugural 
EAPCCO games. The 
games were part of the 19th 
annual general meeting for 

EAPCCO member states 
held in Kampala. 

The games were held under 
the theme, ‘Promoting 
community policing and 
regional cooperation through 
sports’. Participants were 
drawn from Uganda, Kenya, 
Tanzania, Rwanda, South 
Sudan and Burundi. The 
disciplines participated in 
included football, athletics, 
shooting, netball, volleyball 
and taekwondo. 

Inspector General of 
Police Gen. Kale Kayihura 
attributed the win to good 
organization, emphasizing 
that police does not only 
recruit potential but also 
talent. While speaking at 
the closure of the regional 
tournament, the IGP said: 
“Sports have a special way 

of bringing people together 
as one way of deepening 
the work that we do 
together. This interpersonal 
relationship will strengthen 
the way we work together. 
I have no doubt that these 
officers will be together 
fighting cross-border crimes 
and peacekeeping, among 
other activities, through this 
interpersonal relationship 
acquired from here. Those 
who eat together live 
together. The public should 
also know that police is not 
only there to make arrests; 
we can also make you 
happy through sports like 
you have witnessed today.” 

Below are the results from 
the games;

FOOTBALL
Gold: Uganda

Silver: Rwanda
Bronze: Kenya

ATHLETICS
100m (Men)
Gold: Uganda
Silver: Uganda

200m (Men)
Gold: Uganda
Silver: Uganda

800m (Men)
Gold: Tanzania
Silver: Rwanda

TAEKWONDO
Gold: Uganda
Silver: Uganda

SHOOTING
Gold: Uganda
Silver: Uganda

VOLLEYBALL
Gold: Uganda
Silver: Burundi
Bronze: Kenya

Uganda Police wins 6 golds 
in 1st EAPCCO Games
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Lands state minister Persis Namuganza hands over a 
trophy to the third runner-up in the first EAPCCO Games

AIGP Andrew Sorowen (L) poses with Ugandan medal winners 
at the first EAPCCO Games held At Uganda Christian University 
Mukono
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Wilfred Kamusiime

Inspector General of Police Gen 
Kale Kayihura is the new chairman 
of the Eastern Africa Police 
Chiefs Cooperation Organization 

(EAPCCO). Gen Kayihura took over 
office from his Rwandan counterpart, 
Emmanuel K Gasana, on September 
14, 2017 in a colorful ceremony held at 
Speke Resort, Munyonyo in Kampala 
during the 19th EAPCCO annual general 
meeting. 

The IGP urged police chiefs to discuss 
issues that affect the region and make 
resolutions that should be put into 
concrete actions lest the police chiefs’ 
organization turns into a talking shop. “I 
am aware of the challenges that come 
with this appointment as the chairman,” 
he said while giving his acceptance 
speech, “I want to pledge that the 
resolutions reached upon are not just on 
mere paper but put into conrete actions. 
I will build on what my predecessor has 
achieved to make EAPCCO a success,” 
the IGP said.

He also commended the police chiefs 
for their commitment, having showed up 
for the regional meeting in overwhelming 
numbers. “I also want to thank police 
chiefs for your commitment. The fact 

that you have come in record numbers 
to address security threats affecting our 
region is a big achievement. We need to 
compare notes and build bilateral links 
and find solutions to problems within our 
policing region,” he added. 

Kayihura thanked the outgoing EAPCCO 
chairman, the Rwandan IGP, Emmanuel 
K Gasana, for bringing on board the 
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) 
as an EAPCCO member. He pledged to 
continue with the journey of seeing that 
Congo is comfortable in its seat at the 
organization. 

It should be noted that Gen Kale 
Kayihura is also the vice president of 
the African Police Chiefs Cooperation 
(AFRIPOL). 

The outgoing chairman, Emmanuel 
K. Gasana, noted that police chiefs 
are confronted with modern-day crime 
challenges. They should put strategic 
focus on giving priority to building the 
capacity of the institutions, togetherness 
in conducting operations, information 
exchange, provision of quality services 
and partnership. He noted that during 
his tenure as the chairman of EAPCCO, 
a number of conferences were hosted 
which included the Kigali International 
Conference hosted by Uganda in 2016, 

the first-ever cyber track exercise in 
Kigali and successfully the first-ever 
EAPCCO games in Kampala. He 
assured the incoming chairman Gen 
Kale Kayihura of their full support in 
order to move the organization to greater 
heights.

ABOUT EAPCCO
Founded in 1988 in Kampala, Uganda, 
the Eastern Africa Police Chiefs 
Cooperation Organization (EAPCCO) is 
a regional organization formed with an 
objective of promoting and strengthening 
cooperation and fostering joint strategies 
for the management of all forms of cross-
border and related crimes with regional 
implications. 

EAPCCO is composed of 13 countries; 
namely Uganda, Burundi, Djibouti, South 
Sudan, Eritrea, Somalia, Democratic 
Republic of Congo, Seychelles, 
Sudan, Rwanda, Ethiopia, Tanzania 
and Kenya. Recently, it concluded 
its 19th annual general meeting 
(AGM) in Kampala under the theme, 
‘Enhancing Cooperation and Innovation 
in Combating Transnational Emerging 
Organized Crimes’, an event all the 13 
regional police chiefs attended. 

Gen. Kayihura is 
new EAPCCO Chairman
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Participant Police Chiefs at the 19th EAPCCO Annual General 
meeting for 2017 at Munyonyo
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Uganda Police Force’s 
Fleet Management 
department has grown 

over the years. This fact was 
emphasized by ACP Suleiman 
Kirungi, the deputy director, 
Fleet Management. Kirungi 
told our Media Unit in a recent 
interview that the department 
has undergone transformation 
in the last 10 years, something 
he said is commendable. 

“The Forces fleet has 
undergone a tremendous 
growth for the last 10 years. 
We now have about 1, 500 
motor vehicles, 300 bicycles, 
5,000 motorcycles, 20 
donkeys, 32 marine vessels 
and two helicopters,” he said, 
adding: “In early 2000s, we 
only had a total number of 
273 vehicles and 20 marine 
vessels. Thanks to the 
Government of

Uganda and in particular the 
IGP for his continued lobbying 
[for a larger] fleet to run the 
activities of the Force.” 

Kirungi explained that fleet 
is anything that helps in 
the movement of both the 
troops and administrative 
purposes of police officers. 
“It [fleet] ranges from marine 
vessels, motor vehicles, 
motorcycles, donkeys (for 
those in mountainous areas) 
and helicopters, among others. 
The motor vehicles include 
buses, Costas, armored 
personnel carriers, riot 
control carriers, ambulances, 
pick-ups, recovery vans, 
mobile workshop cars, farm 
equipment. Our department 
deals with the day-to-day 
running of transport of all force 
fleet: fueling, repairing and 
servicing in case of mechanical 

breakdown.” 

He, however, noted that the 
department is challenged by 
the few numbers of engineers 
in the force which he said has 
in one way or another affected 
the operations of the fleet. 
He said the Force currently 
has only 18 engineers. Due 
to this challenge, he said, 
the department has always 
organized workshops in a bid 
to train and improve on 
the skills of the officers 
and above all, giving out 
scholarships for further studies 
in engineering-related fields. 

He said given the numerous 
policing demands, police 
has decided to decentralize 
some policing operations so 
as to bring services closer to 
the regions. “This exercise 
reduces stress and time 

wastage. Drivers upcountry no 
longer need to travel for minor 
repairs and this is why we 
have brought services down 
to the ground, something that 
is cost-effective. When we 
come down to the ground, we 
appreciate the situation and 
make reports through making 
inspection of fleet and repair 
that help in generation of 
annual reports that smoothen 
the management of the 
fleet. By sitting in office at 
headquarters minus visiting the 
field, we can’t tell the problems 
and challenges that our staff 
undergoes in the field; so, this 
is one way of problem solving.” 

The Fleet Management 
department falls under the 
directorate of Logistics and 
Engineering, a directorate 
headed by AIGP Godfrey 
Bangirana.

Forces Fleet has 
grown, says Kirungi

One of the helicopters of Uganda Police

uganda police fleet 
maintenance officers on 
a regional fleet repair in 
western Uganda Part of the Police fleet

A fleet of newly acquired 
Toyota TXs for Police 
Directors
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Manifesto Reporter

NAME: Uganda Police Force, 
also known as Uganda National 
Police, is Uganda’s national 
police force. 

NATURE: � e force’s general 
nature is summarized as civilian 
police and law enforcement 
agency. 

LEGALITY: Legally, Uganda 
Police Force is a government 
agency, under ministry of 
Internal A� airs.

ENABLING LAW: Police Act, 
1994 (and as amended 2006).

COMPOSITION: (a) Regular 
Uganda Police Force; (b) 
Uganda Police Reserve Force; 
(c) Local administration police 
force; (d) Special constables 
and crime preventers; and (e) 
Any person appointed to be a 

member in accordance with the 
Police Act.

Mandate/Functions: (a) 
Protect the life, property and 
other rights of the individual; 
(b) Maintain security within 
Uganda; (c) Enforce the laws 
of Uganda; (d) Ensure public 
safety and order; (e) Prevent 
and detect crime in the society; 
and (f ) Cooperate with civilian 
authorities, other security 
organs and with the population 
generally.

ABBREVIATION: Often 
abbreviated as UPF or UP. � e 
force’s vehicles carry number 
plate UP.

EXECUTIVE HEAD: Inspector 
General of Police (IGP).

MOTTO: Protect and Serve.

HEADQUARTERS: Katalima 
Road, Naguru, Kampala.

POPULATION: Around 44,000 
police o�  cers.  

FOUNDED: In 1899, as Uganda 
Armed Constabulary, with 
membership of 1,400 men. 
Renamed in 1906 as Uganda 
Police Force.

POLICY/GOVERNANCE 
STRUCTURE: (a) Police 
Authority; (b) Police Council; 
and (c) District Police 
Committee.

ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE: 
(a) Inspector General of Police; 
(b) Deputy Inspector General 
of Police; (c) Directorates; (d) 
Regional divisions; (e) Police 
districts; (f ) Police stations; and 
(g) Police posts. 

STRATEGIC CONTACTS: 
Emergency, 999/112; 
UPF Headquarters, 
0414233814 and 0414250613; 
UPF Press O�  ce, 
0414289791, 0414289790 and 
0800199899; 
Counter Terrorism Unit, 
0800199699, 0800199139 and 
0800122291; 
Professional Standards Unit 
(Toll-free lines), 0800199199, 
0800199299 and 0800200019; 
CPS Kampala, 0800122291; 
CID, 0800199499; 
Fire Brigade, 0421222 and 
0714667752; 
Operations, 0414256366.

SOCIAL MEDIA: Twitter, @
PoliceUg and @ugandaupf; 
Facebook, Uganda Police 
Force (www.facebook.com/
ugandaupf/).

Introductory information
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Police starts 
construction of 
1,000 housing units

 First block containing 60 units to 
be handed over this November

Police starts 
construction of 
1,000 housing units
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The first block of the 
Naguru housing project 
nears completion



Wilfred Kamusiime 

Uganda Police 
Force is building 
modern houses for 
its lower-ranking 

officers under a public-private 
partnership framework. 
The project which started 
in September 2016 will see 
1,020 modern housing units 
built in five years. 

The housing units are being 
constructed on 17 acres 
of land behind the police 
headquarters complex, 
Naguru in Kampala, by the 
force’s construction unit and 
crime preventers. Each acre 
will accommodate a block 
and each block will contain 
60 units.

The first block is nearing 
completion. The block is at 
75 per cent and is expected 
to be handed over by 
November, according to Eng. 
SP Raymond Kyasanku, the 
project manager. 

“Work on each of the 17 
blocks has already started. 
However, we shall build 
progressively; we will 
concentrate on one block 
and when it’s finished, we 
start on the other one. Each 
block will cater for about 
60 police officers and their 
families. Each unit will have 
two bedrooms, a sitting room, 
a kitchen and bathroom”, he 
added.

SP Kyasanku also revealed 

that Naguru was used as a 
pilot project and the 1,020 
units will greatly improve the 
wellbeing of the 10,000 police 
personnel in the Kampala 
Metropolitan Region. 

Later, the public-private 
partnership construction 
project will spread 
countrywide to solve the 
accommodation challenge 
that the force faces. 
Kyasanku commended the 
Police Force for partnering 
the Crime Preventers Forum 
who provided the manpower 
leading to the success of the 
project. 

The groundbreaking 
ceremony for the project was 
presided over by the state 

minister for Internal Affairs, 
Hon. Obiga Mario Kania, 
in September 2016. Kania 
noted that the police had now 
become an attractive force to 
render service to our country 
with various graduates such 
as engineers, doctors and 
many other professionals. “It 
is necessary that government 
comes in to address issues 
of housing these men and 
women so they can perform 
their duties better,” he said. 

The inspector general of 
police, Gen. Kale Kayihura, 
said the construction will 
cost over Shs 11 billion and 
the funds will be drawn from 
the police budget and part 
of it raised from the Human 
Capital Development budget.  
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An artistic impression of the Naguru police housing project



C/ASP Mary Nankinga 
& Wilfred Kamusiime

The Uganda Police 
Exodus Sacco is a 
cooperative savings 

and credit society of the police 
officers and their spouses. 

The Sacco is registered by the 
registrar of cooperatives under 
the Cooperative Societies 
Act 1991 and cherishes 
to uphold the cooperative 
principles of democratic 
governance, member control 
and participation.

The Sacco was an initiative 
of IGP Gen Kale Kayihura to 
act as a pool to which police 
officers would contribute funds 
so as to be able to lend each 

other at very low interest 
rates. 

The Sacco has since grown 
from a small society to one of 
the fastest-growing Saccos in 
the country with membership 
standing at 32,700. This is 75 
per cent of the entire police 
force.  

ASP Henry Kalulu, the Sacco 
chairman, in an interview 
with the Police Media Unit, 
said: “Like all Saccos, our 
main aim is to transform the 
livelihoods of the membership; 
in this case, the Uganda 
Police Force personnel. 
We are doing this through 

enhanced savings and 
access to convenient credit, 
and financial education and 
advice that promote prosperity 
of police officers and their 
families. 

“Exodus has now moved 
from being a mere savings 
and credit organization to a 
vehicle for the improvement 
of the welfare of our officers 
and their families. Officers 
contribute on a monthly basis. 
They are able to access loans 
at a very low interest rate of 
14 per cent, which is among 
the lowest rates in Uganda.

“Due to technological 

advancements, we have gone 
digital with our members 
able to access our services 
on their mobile phones to 
check balances and also 
apply for loans. We have 
also decentralized from the 
main headquarters to now 
the 10 branches nationwide. 
“The branches countrywide 
are Moroto, Lira, Gulu, Arua, 
Mbale, Masaka, Hoima, Fort 
Portal, Mbarara and Kabale. 
This has helped us in solving 
problems like congestion at 
the Sacco offices by officers 
seeking services.” 

It should be noted that the 
society also does catering 
services, feeding the majority 
of police officers at affordable 
prices. Kalulu says the police 
Sacco has become the 
institution’s business arm and 
the trusted vehicle for police 
officers and their families to 
the coveted lower middle-
income status by 2020.

Looking into the future, Kalulu 
said, “Exodus Sacco intends 
to venture into long-term 
financing like mortgages 
and engaging in a variety of 
investments with a view of 
generating more profits to 
be ploughed back into the 
pool for the benefit of the 
members. We are also looking 
at starting health insurance for 
the officers and their families.”

Exodus SACCO, a fast        
growing life changer

Exodus SACCO
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Deputy Inspector General of Police Okoth Ochola poses with Exodus Sacco 
executive committee members at the opening ceremony of the AGM in 2016



C/ASP Mary Nankinga 
& Wilfred Kamusiime 

Established in 2007 by 
the inspector general 
of police, Gen Kale 

Kayihura, the Professional 
Standards Unit (PSU) is slowly 
but surely improving the image 
of the police by monitoring and 
enforcing best practices within 
the force. 

The unit was set up for 
purposes of enhancing 
professional standards 
and ethics within the 
institution.  With its 
headquarters at Naguru in 
Kampala, there are also 
regional offices, in the police 
regions of Elgon, Kira, 
Savannah, Wamala, Rwenzori, 
North Kyoga, East Kyoga, 
Greater Masaka, Moroto, 
Kigezi, Rwizi, KMP North, 
KMP East, KMP South, City 
Centre, Aswa, Albertine, West 
Nile and Mityana. 

The unit’s spokesperson, SP 
Vincent Sekate, says these 
regional offices were set up to 
help make fast follow-ups on 
the conduct of police officers 
and complaints of the public. 

The regional offices work 
hand in hand with the office 
of Public Relations Officer 
(PRO), PSU and their 
operations are tailored and 
anchored on an elaborate 
counterintelligence framework. 
Through this mechanism, 
investigative reports are 
compiled and submitted 
to the inspector general 
of police (IGP) through 
the directorate of 
Legal Services.  

“The Professional Standards 
Unit is mandated to advise 
the IGP and other police 
force management organs 
on professional standards, 
address complaints against 
the force, liaise with the legal 
department on disciplinary 
matters and promote the 
respect, rule of law and 
human rights,” Sekate said in 
a recent interview.

He added: “The unit 
monitors other directorates, 
departments and units of 
Uganda Police Force for 
purposes of transparency, 
accountability and value for 
money. It also handles specific 
investigations as assigned 
by the IGP, and carries out 
periodic administrative audits.” 

In addition, PSU monitors and 
looks into the welfare and 
conditions of the personnel, 
more so their treatment and 
morale such that the highest 

standards are 
applied to 

internal 

processes.

Sekate says the most common 
complaints received by 
the PSU include case file 
mismanagement, misconduct, 
corruption, neglect of duty, 
harassment, over detention, 
abuse of office and desertion. 
The unit has put in place toll-
free lines, social media sites 
like Facebook and Twitter, 
introduced computerization 
of records, set up a fully 
functional public relations 
office, electronic linkage of 
all regions and established a 
quality assurance desk and a 
research desk. 

With the involvement and 
participation of all personnel, 
there is very high hope that 
the posture, professional 
outlook and policing as a 
science, will greatly improve 
and competently face the 
challenges in contemporary 
policing. 

The Professional Standards 
Unit is currently under the 
command of SCP Joel Aguma. 
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Professional Standards Unit 
improves the Image of Police

SP Vincent Sekate
PSU Spokesperson
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Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) 
developed a 20-year National 
Aviation Master Plan covering 
the period up to 2033. A number 

of projects in the plan are being implemented 
in a timely manner. 
Top on the agenda is the modernization, 
upgrade and expansion of Entebbe 
International Airport, which is being 
implemented in three phases. Some of the 
things, which have recently been done include 
automation of the aeronautical Information 
Management System, installation of a new 
Baggage Handling System and upgrade of 
the Air Tra�  c Control Radar, among others.

THE ONGOING PROJECTS FOR EXPANSION 
OF ENTEBBE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
INCLUDE:

Landside expansion of the Passenger 
Terminal:
� e landside expansion by M/S Seyani 
Brothers (U) Ltd seeks to provide more 
room and comfort for service users, especially 
passengers. On completion, the project will 
deliver new Arrivals and Departure blocks. 
It is fully funded by CAA to the tune of 42 
billion shillings from internally generated 
revenue.
Cargo Centre
Works for the new Cargo Centre commenced 
in May 2016 and the earthworks have 
been completed by the contractor, China 
Communications Construction Company 
(CCCC). � e contractor is now working 
on the airside, landside access roads and 
drainage works for expansion of the Aircraft 
Parking Apron.
Cargo volumes have grown from 6,600 
metric tonnes recorded in 1991 to 59,000 
tonnes at the turn of 2016. Projections put 
the tonnage at 172,000 by 2033.
� e new 100,000 tonnes capacity Cargo 
Centre will be a self-contained facility with 
a Parking Apron, landslide and airside access 
roads, cooling facilities, a Freight Forwarders 
Parlor and ancillary business outlets.  It is 
part of the US Dollars 200 million loan to 

Uganda by China through the Exim Bank 
of China.  Part of the loan will be used 
to re-surface the Runways, Taxiways and 
strengthen and expand the Aircraft Parking 
Aprons. � e supervising consultant for the 
projects is Dar Al – Handasah Shair & 
Partners.
� e new Cargo Centre will be completed in 
October 2018. As soon as it is complete, the 
old Cargo facility will be razed down and in 
its place a new Passenger Terminal building 
erected to connect to the current terminal 
building. 

KOICA Projects
� e Government of South Korea extended 
a grant worth US Dollars 9.5 million for 
improvement of Air Navigation Services 
and automation of Entebbe International 
Airport. � e projects will involve;
1. Implementation of Air Tra�  c Services 

(ATS) Message Handling System.
2. A Computerized Maintenance 

Management System (CMMS) and 
Airport Operational Database (AODB) 
system.

3. Improvement of Flight Procedures 
e�  ciency through Air Tra�  c 
Management.

 EXPANSION OF THE LONG-TERM CAR PARK
Phase two of the ongoing expansion of the 
Long-Term Car Parking involves creation 

of additional capacity to park 150 cars to 
increase the total Long-Term Car Parking 
capacity from 260 to 410 cars. � e project 
undertaken by Energo Uganda Co. Ltd. is 
nearing completion.
� e next phase will involve construction 
of a multi-storeyed car parking facility to 
accommodate an additional 400 cars in the 
next four years.

MODIFICATION  OF IMMIGRATION COUNTERS
Immigration booths in the Arrivals Hall 
at Entebbe International Airport are 
undergoing modi§ cation to increase the 
number of counters from 14 to 20 to 
enhance e�  ciency. Some of the new
Immigration booths installed are each 
manned by four people and others
by three instead of two, which was the 
case with the old that have been replaced 
by China Nanjing. � e development 
is expected to enhance e�  ciency and 
passenger facilitation.

Upgrade of aviation infrastructure on course
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An aerial view of on-going works for the passenger terminal’s Departures and Arrivals 
Concession blocks

The new immigration counters installed at Entebbe 
International  Airport

CIVIL  AVIATION  AUTHORITY
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Umar Mutuya 

The East African Community 
(EAC), a regional 
intergovernmental 

organization of six partner states, 
recognizes that peace, security 
and political stability are essential 
for socio-economic development 
and that they can be achieved only 
through a collaborative approach 
involving all of its member states.  

A history of relatively open borders 

in the region promotes economic 
growth but also facilitates criminal 
activities including smuggling, 
illegal trade in wildlife products, 
terrorism and illicit trade in 
firearms.

Arising from this background, 
the 4th Sectoral Council on 
Interstate Security adopted the 
recommendation from the EAC 
chiefs of police, advocating for the 
need to have a Regional Forensic 
Referral Centre (RFRC) that 
would assist in harmonising and 

strengthening of forensic services 
in the region so as to facilitate 
the investigative capacity of law 
enforcement agencies. 

With the increased complexity of 
crimes being committed across 
different jurisdictions, traditional 
investigation and intelligence 
gathering techniques can no longer 
sustain successful prosecution and 
delivery of justice. The lack of well-
developed scientific investigative 
techniques such as forensic 
ballistics, biometrics and DNA 
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THE VALUE OF REGIONAL 
COLLABORATION IN 
Forensic & Investigative 
Capabilities

A  police officer in forensic laboratory
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Cylindrical Locks

I-Secure  Locks

Door Controls  Locks
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NEW KABALAGALA OUTLET:  
G.06 KINGSGATE BUILDING, 

KABALAGALA NEAR SHELL  PETROL  
STATION GGABA ROAD. 

TEL: 0757-422575 / 0752-422575NEW 
KABALAGALA OUTLET:  

G.06 KINGSGATE BUILDING, 
KABALAGALA NEAR SHELL  PETROL  

STATION GGABA ROAD. 
TEL: 0757-422575 / 0752-422575

profiling has been cited as one of 
the major contributing factors to 
this challenge.

Today, we deal with mobile 
criminal networks scattering 
evidence across cities, national 
and even regional borders. Over 
time, it has been shown that even 
seemingly insignificant criminal 
incidents can provide the missing 
link to solving other crimes.  

Whether money laundering, 
poaching, drug trafficking or the 
unlawful use of firearms is local, 
national, or international in scope, 
pieces of evidence are often 
widely spread across geographical 
areas. If this data is collected, 
shared and analysed, it can be of 
considerable tactical and strategic 
value in helping to identify 
criminals in the various crimes. 
To stop criminals, therefore, 
experts insist that the collection 
and management of evidence 
must be regional in scope rather 
than limited to a single jurisdiction. 
Although most experts would 
agree that the regional collection 
and sharing of information about 

criminals has great crime-solving 
potential, there remains capability 
gaps among many countries.

One of the most cited challenges 
is the lack of systematic data 
collection, analysis and sharing 
mechanisms including adequate 
tools such as registries and 
software applications. Specifically, 
the purchase and maintenance 
cost of these technologies is the 
most hindering factor not only in 
the EAC region but the world over. 

The creation of the EAC RFRC 
and other regional centres of 
excellence in criminal investigation 
and terrorism are envisaged to 
address the above challenges. 
For instance, under the EAC 
RFRC umbrella, an Integrated 
Ballistics Identification System 
(IBIS) was procured and installed 
at the headquarters of the 
RFRC, in Kampala, Uganda. The 
ballistics system is now being 
used to track firearms in crime 
and share ballistics data across a 
wide network within the EAC and 
Interpol member countries. 

The RFRC secretariat has 
proposed the development of 
various configurations of the 
ballistics system in the EAC 
member countries based on 
their technical capabilities and 
resources available. With this 
proposal, the original cost of 
each EAC member country 
independently procuring and 
maintaining the IBIS technology 
would be reduced by almost 70 
per cent. 

Hence, the acquisition of similar 
data collection, analysis and 
sharing technologies by EAC 
member countries could enable 
the efficient communal repository 
and sharing of criminal data 
which would greatly enhance 
the forensic and investigative 
capacities of law enforcement 

agencies in the EAC.

� e author is acting Commissioner 
of Police – Ballistics, with an MSc. 
Forensic Ballistics (CU, UK).
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The East African Community Regional Forensic Referral Centre, Kampala



CICO delivers Timely and Quality roads to Ugandans
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UGANDA POLICE
By Manifesto Reporter

Although the Uganda Police Force has existed 
for over 100 years, its ranks have been 
changing, especially as it had to start with 

few ranks and more others being added gradually. 
Today, the force has 15 formal ranks. These are 
officer ranks bestowed on regular police; crime 
preventers and special police constables cannot use 
them. They are listed here below, from top to the 
bottom:

1.  Inspector General of Police (IGP)
2. Deputy Inspector General of Police (DIGP)
3. Assistant Inspector General of Police (AIGP)

4. Senior Commissioner of Police (SCP)
5. Commissioner of Police (CP)
6. Assistant Commissioner of Police (ACP)
7. Senior Superintendent of Police (SSP)
8. Superintendent of Police (SP)
9. Assistant Superintendent of Police (ASP)
10. Inspector of Police (IP)
11. Assistant Inspector of Police (AIP)
12. Sergeant 
13. Corporal
14. Police Constable
15. Special Police Constable
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IN GOOD MEMORY OF OUR 
Fallen Colleagues

CP Fred Enanga

As we celebrated this year’s 
National Police day on October 3, 
under the theme ‘Connecting with 

the people  to fight crime’, it was reiterated 
that it is only by working  together that we 
can protect and preserve our institution’s 
image right from families, communities 
and the society at large. Our character is 
not built on isolation, but on teamwork.

On this day, we would like to take the 
opportunity to thank and recognize all 
police officers for the ultimate sacrifice 
they made and continue to make to keep 
Ugandans and their families safe. As 
police, we are the first line of defense 
against crime, which is becoming more 
complex and sophisticated. The new 
realities pose great challenges which 
require extra efforts beyond our regular 
police duties. 

During this year 2017, the police 
responded to nationwide policing concerns 
but with special emphasis to the Albertine, 
Elgon and Rwenzori regions were the 
situation was violent and life-threatening. 
The officers carried out their duties without 
any hesitation to being attacked, thus 
restoring peace and security in these 
areas. Many people’s lives and properties 
were saved as a result.

Today, many more officers continue to 
risk their own lives to save the lives of 
others. And in the last two years, some 
of our colleagues were killed in the line of 
duty while protecting Ugandans and their 
property. 

We, therefore, want to dedicate this police 
day to all those officers who lost their 
lives in the line of duty, who embraced 
the profession and made their choices 
willingly; by reflecting on their good deeds, 
stories and legacies and how they gave 
their lives to protect the safety of our 
country and defend the rights, freedoms 

and responsibilities of our citizens. That’s 
why their ultimate sacrifice means so 
much, for which, they all deserve to be 
called heroes in our nation’s history. 

To the families of our fallen heroes, your 
loved ones who included husbands, 
wives, parents, guardians, siblings, friends 
and fellow officers, fought a very good 
fight; they finished the race whatever the 
distance, and they kept the faith. And they 
did all they could while still on earth to 

make our country Uganda a better and 
safer place. Let us join together to honor 
their courage and fill our hearts with 
gratitude. 

To all fellow serving officers, who respond 
to disturbance calls to keep our country 
safe, we must know that every time we 
get, however small, with our parents, 
spouses, children, relatives and friends 
means a lot to us. Let us, therefore, honor 
the lives of our fallen colleagues by giving 
as much time to our loved ones as we 
give every day in service to our country. 
You are also all reminded that our families 
mean everything to us and without their 
love and support, our service would not 
be possible. 

The gathering celebrating the police day 
is for us all to bear true witness to the 
bravery and sacrifice made by all our fallen 
heroes and also a further reminder that we 
all have a personal role to play in keeping 
our neighborhoods safe and our nation 
secure. We must continue helping each 
other in times of need and we must teach 
our children the difference between right 
and wrong. 

Our success, ladies and gentlemen, is 
by binding ourselves together with a new 
bond of service to make our country safer 
and more hopeful; and in so doing, we 
stock the memories of our fallen heroes. 

May God bless you and all 
the men and women who have 
given their lives in service to our 
country Uganda.

Thank you. 
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RIP 
AIGP Andrew Felix 

Kaweesi

Kenneth Erau who 
was shot dead with 
AIGP Andrew Felix 

Kaweesi
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Question: How do I contact the 
police in an emergency?
When in an emergency, dial: 
999 or 112.

Can I report a crime through 
this website?  No, we ask that 
you contact your local police 
station directly if you wish to 
report a crime.

How do I report a crime? If 
you wish to report a crime, we 
ask that you contact your local 
police station either by phone 
or in person. For the relevant 
contact details, please visit our 
Contact Us page.

What is the purpose of the 
website? The website strives 
to be an authoritative source 
of information on all policing 
matters in Uganda while also 
providing a clear insight into 
the function and structure of 
UPF. To meet this end, the 
website is centred around 
the provision of current news 
and social media regarding 
matters of policing and public 
awareness while also providing 
an extensive archive of easily 
accessible information on the 
structure and function of the 
organisation.

How can I make a complaint 
against a member of the 
police?  If you wish to make 

a complaint regarding the 
conduct of a member of the 
police, we urge you to contact 
the Professional Standards 
Unit who will investigate the 
matter thoroughly. For the 
relevant contact information, 
please check below on the 
website footer for Professional 
Standards Unit.

When was the Uganda Police 
Force established? Uganda 
Police history began in 
1899 with the establishment 
of the Uganda Armed 
Constabulary. The institution 
has undergone extensive 
metamorphosis since those 
early beginnings. The current 
Uganda Police Force was 
established under Article 212 
of the 1995 Constitution of 
the Republic of Uganda. It is 
charged with advancement 
and enhancement of peace, 
stability, order and adherence 
to the rule of law.

What do the different police 
uniforms represent? The 
various police uniforms 
represent different divisions of 
the UPF:

General Police personnel.

Field Force Unit.

Unit.

Terrorism Unit.

What is a UPF directorate?
A directorate is a department 
charged with the management 
of a specific area of policing 
within the UPF. For more 

information please visit our 
Directorates page.

Who can I contact for more 
information? If you have any 
general enquiries, we ask that 
you contact your local police 
station or alternatively email us 
at info@upf.go.ug and we will 
gladly respond.
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FREQUENTLY Asked Questions 

ABOUT UGANDA POLICE FORCE
Manifesto Reporter

The Uganda Police Force regularly receives a multitude 
of queries from the public. As result, the force set up 
a number of communication channels. Besides the 

publication and display of phone numbers of senior officers at 
headquarters and in the field (such as RPCs and DPCs), the 
force has a digital presence.

The website of the force is hosted as www.upf.go.ug. The force is 
also on facebook as Uganda Police Force (https://www.facebook.
com/ugandaupf/) and on Twitter as @PoliceUg and @ugandaupf.

The force is currently estimated at 44,000 police officers and 400 
civilian staff. 

Here below, we present a slightly abridged excerpt of frequently 
asked questions from the police website.

ugandaupf ugandaupf http://www.upf.go.ug



For more information please don't hesitate to contact: 
Jinja Nile Resort - Uganda  P. O. Box 1553, Jinja - Uganda | +256 434 122190/1/2, +256 393 122190/1

Email: reservations.ug@madahotels.com   Website: madahotels.com

JINJA NILE RESORT

140 Luxury Rooms with a private balcony and 
DSTV

4 Dining Rooms serving Local, Continental and 
Oriental cuisines

4 Bars  with all assortments of Wines, Spirits, 
Labels

6 conference rooms equipped with all Visual 
Aids

1 Board Room

Wi-Fi and Internet Connectivity

Italian Coffee Shop

Business Centre and Secretarial Room

Hotel Gym , Sauna, Massage Parlour and Steam 
Bath

Swimming pool with a Children section, Squash 
and Tennis courts

Spacious Garden and Facilities for private 
parties, wedding and outside catering.

Hotel Facilities:

Sales and Marketing office: Bakwanye House on Wampewo Avenue - Kampala
Or Call: 0772-503820, 0774-676967
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Manifesto Reporter

After the British government declared a 
protectorate over Uganda in 1894, it 
appointed a special commissioner who in 

1899 assembled the pioneers of the present Uganda 
Police Force. A force of 1,400 men assembled in that 
year was named the Uganda Armed Constabulary.

Though this was like a mixed bag of fighting soldiers 
and law keepers, it was only in 1906 that the force 
was reorganized and formalized as a civilian police, 
with only 970 men, and headed by Captain WFS 
Edwards as the first inspector general of police 
(IGP). 

Here below is the list of Uganda’s IGPs.
1. Gen Kale Kayihura (2005 to date)
2. Gen Katumba Wamala (2001-2005)
3. John Kisembo (1999-2001)
4. John Cossy Odomel (1992-1999)
5. Apollo Byekwaso (1990-1992)
6. David Psomgen (1990)
7. Luke Ofungi (1985-1989)
8. Okoth Ogola (1981-1985)
9. Luke Ofungi (1980-1981)
10. David Barlow (1979-1980)
11. Gabriel Odria (1977-1979)
12. Kassim Mose Obura (1974-1976)
13. Benjamin Othieno, (1971-1974)
14. Wilson Erinayo Oryema (1964-1971)
15. Michael J. Macoun (1959-1964)
16. (Information missing)
17. H M King (1934-1940)
18. (Information missing)
19. Captain C Riddick (1908-)
20. Captain WFS Edwards (1906-1908)

UGANDA POLICE’S 

Leadership 

SINCE 1906
appointed a special commissioner who in 

1899 assembled the pioneers of the present Uganda 
Police Force. A force of 1,400 men assembled in that 
year was named the Uganda Armed Constabulary.

Though this was like a mixed bag of fighting soldiers 
and law keepers, it was only in 1906 that the force 
was reorganized and formalized as a civilian police, 
with only 970 men, and headed by Captain WFS 

UGANDA POLICE’S
Leadership
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Gen Kale Kayihura
 (2005 to date)
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EMERGENCY TOLL-FREE LINES
Parliament Of Uganda - Police Radio Room 0800199388
National Operation Room, Police Headquarters 0800199699 
Muyenga Community Police 0800199077
Special Investigation Department Kireka 0800199288
Incident Room CPS Kampala (Command Centre) 0800199088
Traffic Operations CPS Kampala 0800199099
Fire And Rescue 0800121222
Masaka Operations 0800199599
PSU, Bukoto 0800199299
Professional Standards Unit, Bukoto 0800199199
Child Sacrifice CID, Headquarters 0800199499
National Emergency Call Center Police H/Qs 0800199399
CPS Information Room Emergency 0800122291
Lands Protection Unit, Kibuli (CIID) 0800100999
Crime Preventers Forum 1 0800200366
Crime Preventers Forum 2 0800203029
Political And Electoral Offences 1 0800100912
Police Medical Services 0800200000
Crime Preventers Forum 3 0800100911
Canine Unit 0800300900
Joint Command Center, Police H/Qs      0800300100
Political And Electoral Offences 2 0800300700
Operations Elegu - Northwest Nile 0800300120
Police Press Unit, Police Headquarters 0800300102
Uganda Police Marine Directorate 0800300113
ICT Maintenance Workshop, Kampala 0800200115
Field Force Unit (FFU) Headquarters 0800300116
Joint Operations Centre CID Headquarters 0800300111
Operations Bundibugyo - Rwenzori Region 0800300101
Professional Standards Unit,  Bukoto 0800300119
Operations Kasese - Rwenzori Region 0800300106
Community Police Commissariat Directorate            0800300109
Operations Kapchorwa - Sipi Region 0800300103
Crime Intelligence Headquarters, Bugolobi 0800199188

CONTACTS OF KEY POLICE OFFICERS

TOP MANAGEMENT AT POLICE HQRS
Inspector General of Police (IGP) 0712755999
Deputy IGP 0712745013
AIGP - Criminal Intelligence 0713044555
AIGP - CID 0718300753
AIGP - Chief Political Comissariat 0714667710
AIGP - Counter Terrorism  0712892740
AIGP - Field Force Police  0714667757

0712144799
Ag. AIGP - Human Resource Developement 0714667706
AIGP - Interpol 0713253717
AIGP - KMP/ Commander KMP 0717777070
AIGP - OPS  0714667758

0714629987
AIGP - HRA  0714667712

0712745022
AIGP - Legal   0712925011

UPF KEY PHONE CONTACTS
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AIGP - MDD 0718357416
AIGP - MEDICAL 0712393664

0712667735
0718300765

AIGP - Peacekeeping OPS  0714667700
0711667704
0711042128

AIGP - Traffic  0712767710
AIGP - Welfare 0716667735

0715411675
AIGP - Interpol - Nairobi 0712745010
AIGP - IGP’s Office 0714667704
AIGP - IGP’s Office  0715490360
Under Secretary 0712667709
Commandant Agricultural Police 0714893689
Commandant Air Wing 0712667715
Commandant Anti Stock Theft Unit 0714667721
Commandant AVISEC 0714667719
Commandant Compliance 0711778256
Commandant CT Intelligence 0718357471
Commandant CT Tactical 0718790603
Commandant Environment Police 0711042325
Commandant Gaddafi Training School 0711042166
Commandant Marines 0712667731
Commandant Olilim Police Training School 0714668075
Commandant Police Training School Kibuli 0714668096
Commandant Police Training School Yumbe 0713881762
Commandant PSU 0718357472
Commandant Police Training Schoool Kabalye 0714667718
Commandant SIU 0718452613
Commandant SOU 0715989978
Commandant Technical 0714667767
Commandant VIPPU 0712251676
Commissioner Barracks Admin 0712667710
Commissioner Of Police Admin CID 0714668039
Commissioner Of Police Admin KMP 0718357425
Commissioner Of Police Analysis CID H/Qs 0715411681
Commissioner Of Police Anti-Corruption 0717121110
Commissioner Of Police Anti-Human Trafficking, 
Ministry Of Internal Affairs 0715411677
Commissioner Of Police Anti-Narcotics 0718792409
Commissioner Of Police CCTV                                       0715490370
Commissioner Of Police CFPU 0714668030
Commissioner Of Police Communication 0714667746
Commissioner Of Police Crime Investigations             0711374160

0717777099
Commissioner Of Police Cyber Crime 0714668094
Commissioner Of Police ECM                                         0712495957
Commissioner Of Police Economic Crimes 0712827610

0711042265
Commissioner Of Police Estates 0718357466
Comm. Of Police Financial Intelligence Authority     0718452614
Commissioner Of Police Fire Prevention 0711042360
Commissioner Of Police Fleet Management/ FTO    0712667707
Commissioner Of Police Forensic Ballistics 0718357462
Commissioner Of Police Forensic Admin  0714667762

UPF KEY PHONE CONTACTS



Commissioner Of Police Forensics 0711042100
Commissioner Of Police General Training 0714668106
Commissioner Of Police Head Of Collation Dept     0714401531
Commissioner Of Police Head Of Inspectorates      0712777778
Commissioner Of Police Homicide -CIID Hqtrs        0711778265

0711042236
Commissioner Of Police HRM 0718642428
Comm. Of Police Human Resource Dev’t 0715120461
Comm. Of Police IGAD/ Great Lakes Region 0717121072
Comm. Of Police International Police Relations     0717121071
Commissioner Of Police Interpol 0718300747

0713215688
Comm. Of Police Land Management Dept. 0718851441
Commissioner Of Police Legal Drafts 0714668083
Commissioner Of Police Legal Services 0711373816
Commissioner Of Police Logistics 0711042326
Commissioner Of Police Maintenance 0717812501
Commissioner Of Police Media Crimes 0714667717
Commissioner Of Police Narcotics 0718792453
Commissioner Of Police OPS Police H/Qs 0717683868
Commissioner Of Police Organised Crime 0713881764

0714668043
0717812472

Comm. Of Police, Police Industries/Workshops     0711042509
Commissioner Of Police Private Firearms 0715989983
Commissioner Of Police Protective Security 0714667765
Commissioner Of Police Public Relations 0713534721

0714667764
0717179630
0713534713

Commissioner Of Police Sexual Offences Hdqtrs 0718642477
Comm. Of Police Small Firearms, Min. of IA 0714893720
Commissioner Of Police Strategic Planning 0712058822

0718328780
Comm. Of Police Traffic Law Enforcement 0714387608
Commissioner Of Police Training 0718464250
Commissioner Of Police Women Affairs 0718792418

0711042378
Commissioner Of Police/Peace Support OPS 0717121070
Comm. Of Police Forensics/Qsned Documents       0718851361
Commissioner Of Police Finance 0714667728

REGIONAL POLICE COMMANDERS
KMP South 0715989979
KMP North 0715986957
KMP East 0715986955
Busoga East 0713940908
Busoga North 0711042003
Kiira 0714668000
Elgon 0714667956
Bukedi 0718357491
East Kyoga 0714667979
Mt. Moroto         714668089
Kidepo 0706524447 / 0718357481
North West Nile             0713940931
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West Nile                          
0714667908

Aswa River                         0714667889
North Kyoga                        0718357456
Katonga                       0718731700
Wamala 0713940934 / 0700519367
Sezibwa                        0713940920
Albert 0714667941 / 0701537226
Rwenzori West                          

0714667923
Rwizi 0714667838
Greater Bushenyi                         0717683844
Kigezi 0718357477 / 0706640034
Greater Masaka                         0714667872
Savannah                    0712667712
Sipi 0713940927 / 0700519274
Rwenzori East 0711042154 / 0750308056

DEPUTY REGIONAL POLICE COMMANDERS
Deputy RPC Bukedi Tororo                       0713215635
Deputy RPC Elgon Region                        0711042031
Deputy RPC Greater Masaka                        0716667910
Deputy RPC Kidepo 0718357482
Deputy RPC KMP South                        0712495981
Deputy RPC North West Nile Moyo           0711042212
Deputy RPC Rwenzori East                       0711042155
Deputy RPC Rwizi Mbarara                       0718441082
Deputy RPC Wamala Region                       0713940919
Deputy RPC Arua 0717851816
Deputy RPC Busoga East                       0713881715
Deputy RPC Busoga North - Kamuli         0716086705
Deputy RPC East Kyoga                       0714893714
Deputy RPC Greater Bushenyi         0713881790
Deputy RPC Albertine 0711042244
Deputy RPC Katonga Region                      0712495994
Deputy RPC Kigezi Region                      0718946058
Deputy RPC Kiira Region                      0718642421
Deputy RPC KMP East 0718464281
Deputy RPC KMP North                      0718464282
Deputy RPC Mt. Moroto                     0718357438
Deputy RPC North Kyoga Region       0713881804
Deputy RPC Rwenzori Kabarole        0718464239
Deputy RPC Savannah Luweero        0714667802
Deputy RPC Sezibwa Region                     0713940921
Deputy RPC Sipi Region                     0717851817
Deputy RPC Aswa River                     0714667890

1. REGIONAL OFFICERS
Regional CI Albertine Hoima                    0714667943
Regional CI Busoga East                    0713940926
Regional CI Busoga North                    0711042038
Regional CI -East Kyoga                    0713215627
Regional CI Elgon 0714667957
Regional CI Greater Bushenyi                    0717683843
Regional CI Katonga Region                    0714667812
Regional CI Kidepo 0718452655
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Regional CI Kigezi Region                    0717125149
Regional CI KMP East 0714668034
Regional CI KMP North                    0718452647
Regional CI KMP South                    0718452616
Regional CI Luweero 0711778207
Regional CI -Malaba - Bukedi Region      0713215629
Regional CI Mbarara                        0714667840
Regional CI Mt Moroto                   0714668071
Regional CI N/West Nile-Moyo      0713940933
Regional CI North Kyoga                   0718642417
Regional CI Officer West Nile Region      0714667909
Regional CI Officer Gulu                   0714667892
Regional CI Officer Masaka                   0714667874
Regional CI Rwenzori 0714667925
Regional CI Rwenzori East                    0711042158
Regional CI Savannah Region                    0714667804
Regional CI Sezibwa Region                    0713940924
Regional CI Sipi Region                     0713940930
Regional CI Wamala 0717121076
Regional CI Elgon Region                     0714667958
Regional CI Kiira Jinja 0714668002
Regional CI East Kyoga                     0714667981
Regional CID Malaba (Bukedi Region)       0713215628
Regional CID Albertine-Hoima         0717683869
Regional CID Busoga North                       0711042011
Regional CID Central Region                       0714667803
Regional CID East Kyoga                       0714667980
Regional CID Elgon Region                       0711042082
Regional CID Hoima 0714667942
Regional CID Katonga Region                       0717179607
Regional CID Kidepo 0718357483
Regional CID Kigezi 0718357478
Regional CID Kiira Region                       0714668001
Regional CID KMP East                       0715986956
Regional CID KMP North                       0715986954
Regional CID KMP South                       0715986952
Regional CID Mbarara 0714667839
Regional CID Moroto 0712568749
Regional CID N/West Nile-Moyo           0713940932
Regional CID North Kyoga Lira           0718642416
Regional CID Office Busoga East           0713940910
Regional CID Officer Gulu                         0714667891
Regional CID Officer West Nile Region          0714667910
Regional CID Officer Masaka                         0714667873
Regional CID Rwenzori East                         0711042156
Regional CID Sezibwa Region                         0713940923
Regional CID Sipi Region                         0713940928
Regional CID Wamala -Mityana             0713940935
CPC - Regional CFPU Aswa River Region        0718731711
CPC - Regional CFPU - Bukedi Region              0716086616
CPC - Regional CFPU Bukedi Regional             0718851411
CPC - Regional CFPU Kidepo Valley              0713940956
CPC - Regional CFPU Kiira Region              0713245603
CPC - Regional CFPU KMP North              0718464283
CPC - Regional CFPU KMP South              0718851380
CPC - Regional CFPU Mbarara                         0711179757
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CPC - Regional CFPU Mt. Moroto              0713940954
CPC - Regional CFPU Rwenzori Region 0713940960
CPC - Regional CFPU Savannah              0712854201
CPC - Regional CFPU Sipi Region              0713247330
CPC - Regional CFPU/KMP-South              0717812479
CPC - Regional CLO Greater Masaka              0713512049
CPC - Regional CLO Kigezi                          

0718357479
CPC - Regional CLO Aswa Region             0716086595
CPC - Regional CLO Busoga East             0713215645
CPC - Regional CLO Busoga North             0717072331
CPC - Regional CLO Greater Bushenyi             0717683856
CPC - Regional CLO Katonga Mpigi             0711042169
CPC - Regional CLO Kiira                         0717179498
CPC - Regional CLO KMP                         0718441079
CPC - Regional CLO KMP East                         0711179792
CPC - Regional CLO KMP North            0711041978
CPC - Regional CLO KMP South            0718851223
CPC - Regional CLO Kotido                         0717683838
CPC - Regional CLO Malaba                         0713215634
CPC - Regional CLO North Kyoga North        0718851234
CPC - Regional CLO Railway Station K’la       0717578881
CPC - Regional CLO Rwizi Region            0714668103
CPC - Regional CLO Savannah Region           0718441087
CPC - Regional CLO Sezibwa                        0717125103
CPC - Regional CLO Wamala                       0711042459
CPC - Regional CLO Elgon                       0711042018

DISTRICT / DIVISION POLICE COMMANDERS PHONES 

KMP NORTH - KAWEMPE     
Kawempe     0714667780
Old K’la    0714667784
Wandegeya     0714667776
Wakiso                  0714667816
Kasangati               0717179570
Kakiri                 0718851397
      

KMP SOUTH - KATWE
Katwe                  0714667793
Nsangi                  0718851395
Kajjansi                  0715490368
Kabalagala             0715989997
Entebbe                  0714667806
CPS K’la                  0714667772

KMP EAST - JINJA ROAD       
Jinja Road                  0714667790
Kira Road                  0714667787
Kira Division              0714668027
Mukono                     0718300750
Naggalama                 0714667820

KATONGA REGION - MPIGI  
Mpigi                  0714667810
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Gombe/Butambala      0718731749
Gomba                  0718731753

WAMALA REGION - MITYANA
Mityana                  0714667834
Mubende                  0714667821
Kiboga                  0714667827
Kyankwanzi             0718731756

SAVANNAH REGION - LUWEERO       
Luweero                  0714667813
Nakaseke                0714667819
Nakasongola           0714667835

SSEZIBWA REGION - LUGAZI       
Buikwe                 0714667624
Buvuma                  0718731757
Kayunga                  0714667830
Njeru Division        0711042346

KIIRA REGION - JINJA           
Kiira Central Div. Jinja         0714668018
Kiira East Div. Kakira           0717125145
Kiira North Div. Buwenge   0713534923

BUSOGA NORTH - KAMULI         
Buyende                  0718452643
Kamuli                  0714668012
Kaliro                  0714668015
Luuka                  0718731794

BUSOGA EAST - IGANGA       
Iganga                 0714668009
Namayingo          0718642492
Mayuge               0714668006
Bugiri                  0714668003
Namutumba        0714668052

ELGON REGION - MBALE       
Mbale                  0714667960
Sironko                  0714668032
Manafwa         0714667964  
Bulambuli          0718790612
Bududa              0715411679

SIPI REGION - KAPCHORWA       
Kapchorwa           0714668064
Kween                 0718731747
Bukwo                 0718946095

BUKEDI REGION - TORORO
Tororo                  0714667966
Butaleja                 0714668067
Kibuku                  0718790608
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Busia                  0714667973
Budaka               0714668036
Pallisa                  0714667970

EAST KYOGA REGION - SOROTI       
Soroti                  0714667982
Bukedea                  0715490357
Katakwi                  0714667988
Kaberamaido        0714667985
Serere                  0718792426
Ngora                  0718731793
Amuria                0711374163
Kumi                  0714667989

MT. MOROTO REGION - MOROTO       
Moroto                  0714668078
Napak                  0718731148
Nakapiripirit                  0772415440
Amudat                 0782350809

KIDEPO REGION - KOTIDO
Kotido                  0714667994
Abim                  0712278519
Kaabong                 0758579575

NORTH KYOGA - LIRA       
Lira                  0714667902
Amolatar           0715989973
Dokolo                0715120462
Kole                  0718731780
Alebtong           0718731776
Oyam                  0718357459
Otuke                 0718731799
Apac                  0714667905

ASWA RIVER REGION - GULU       
Gulu                  0714667893
Kitgum                 0714667896
Agago                  0718792472
Lamwo                  0718642454
Nwoya                  0718792403
Amuru                0718731709
Pader                0714667899

NORTH WEST NILE REGION - MOYO       
Moyo               0714667918
Adjumani              0714667916
Yumbe              0714667922

WEST NILE REGION - ARUA
Arua                0714667911
Koboko                0714667913
Zombo                0718642432
Maracha             0711374175
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Nebbi                0714667919

ALBERT REGION - HOIMA           
Hoima                0714667947
Buliisa                0714667953
Masindi                0714667950
Kiryandongo         0718731761
Kibaale                0714667944

RWENZORI REGION - FORT PORTAL       
Kabarole                0714667938
Kasese                0714667926
Kamwenge             0714667932
Ntoroko                0718731795
Bundibugyo           0714667929
Kyenjojo                0714667935
Kyegegwa                0718731772

RWIZI REGION - MBARARA           
Mbarara                0714667841
Ibanda                0714667845
Ntungamo            0714667848
Kiruhura                0714667863
Isingiro                0714667866

GREATER BUSHENYI REGION - BUSHENYI     
Bushenyi                0714667851
Rubirizi                0718792436
Mitooma                0718792468
Sheema/Kibingo       0718731758
Buhweju/Nsiika        0718792448

KIGEZI REGION - KABALE           
Kabale                0714667857
Kanungu                0714667860
Rukungiri                0714667869
Kisoro                0714667854

GREATER MASAKA REGION - MASAKA       
Masaka                                            0714667877
Lwengo                                             0718731751
Kalungu                                             0718792421
Bukomansimbi                                 0718731796
Lyantonde                                         0714667876
Kalangala                                            0714667886
Rakai                                                    0714667880
Sembabule                                          0714667883

RWENZORI EAST - KASESE
Kasese 0714667926
Hima Division 0718642436
Bweera 0718642442
Katwe/ Kabatooro 0718731733 /0750308193
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“Uganda’s FREEDOM must be 
anchored in the spirit of hard work, 

resilience and commitment”.

Independence
Special



The government’s top two 
priorities are education and 
energy besides works and 
transport. This can be inferred 

from the fiscal year 2016/17 budgetary 
allocations to these three sectors. 
The government wants to optimally 
develop Uganda’s energy potential to 
spur the establishment of factories in 
the country.

 Such factories would then create 
jobs and, thus, absorb many of 
the six in every 10 unemployed 
Ugandans. Unemployment is one of 
the six macroeconomic variables that 
many governments have to address. 
Development of Uganda’s full energy 
potential could help to lower the cost 
of production.

 Manifesto Independence Magazine here 
explores Uganda’s sources of energy, 
percentage of Ugandans who have 
access to electricity, and domestic 
consumption. It will also explain what 
happens to the ‘excess’ power Ugandans 
do not consume, and the projects that 
have been lined up for implementation 
in the medium term.

UGANDA’S ELECTRICITY 
GENERATION POTENTIAL 
Sources of electricity in Uganda include 
hydro, thermal diesel, solar, geothermal, 
biomass and peat. The country’s current 
installed power generation capacity is 
852MW, according to the Energy and 
Mineral Development ministry. 

Exploring Uganda’s 
electricity potential
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Minister of Energy and Mineral Development Hon. Irene Muloni signs 
the Oil Pipe Agreement with her Tanzanian counterpart

 As of 2007, Uganda’s estimated power 
potential was 5,300MW. That included 
2,000MW from large hydroelectricity/
power plants, that is, hydropower 
plants of more than 20MW, according 
to The Renewable Energy Policy for 
Uganda 2007.

 The potential from mini–hydro plants; 
hydropower plants of less than 20MW, 
was 200MW. The potential for solar 
power is 200MW, 1,650MW (biomass), 
450MW (geothermal), and 800MW 
from peat. In 2012, the government 
commissioned the 250MW Bujagali 
Power Plant in Jinja and Buikwe 
districts.

But there is still untapped potential in the 
country. Some of the potential sources 
of power remain unexploited, partly 
because of the perceived technical and 
financial risks. In the case of peat, like 
coal and thermal power, it is also due to 
environmental concerns since they have 
to be burned to produce electricity.

CURRENT DOMESTIC 
CONSUMPTION RATE
According to the Uganda Bureau of 
Statistics, currently, 20 per cent of 
Ugandans access electricity, up from 
7.8 per cent in 2002. This is attributed 
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to the increase in length of electricity 
transmission and distribution lines. 
More people in the urban areas than 
those in the rural areas access electricity 
– because the electricity network is 
more established in the urban areas.

 The government, according to Vision 
2040, wants to increase the percentage 
of households accessing electricity to 80 
per cent by 2040. This will be achieved 
by constructing more power generation 
plants, electricity substations, putting 
up more transmission and distribution 
lines and lowering power connection 
fees as well as the tariffs. As of April 
2017, the latest month for which 
domestic consumption data were 
readily available, suppressed demand 
during the peak hours (from 6pm 
to 11pm) was 539MW. Suppressed 
demand at off-peak hours (midnight to 
6am) was 395MW whereas during the 
shoulder hours it was 474MW.

Currently, power supply outstrips 
demand. President Museveni said during 
the state-of-the-nation address on May 
31 that there is a surplus of 100MW 

during peak hours and 500MW during 
the off-peak hours. Since the 1960s 
through the then Uganda Electricity 
Board, and the present-day Uganda 
Electricity Transmission Company Ltd 
(UETCL), Uganda has been exporting 
power to neighbouring countries such 
as Kenya, the Democratic Republic of 
Congo, Tanzania and Rwanda.

 UETCL, which came into existence in 
2001 following the splitting of UEB, has 
‘contractual’ obligations to sell at least 
30MW to Kenya, 9MW to Tanzania, 
5MW to Rwanda. All these exports, 
which the importing countries pay for, 
occur during the off-peak hours when 
there is ‘excess’ and ‘idle capacity’ in 
Uganda.

EXPECTED POWER 
FROM THE DAMS BEING 
CONSTRUCTED
According to Electricity Regulatory 
Authority, between 2016 and 2017, if 
all goes according to plan, between 
125MW and 160MW will be added 

to the national grid. This will be 
from small renewable energy projects 
supported through the Global Energy 
Transfer Feed in Tariff (GET FiT) 
programme, which is supported by 
Uganda’s development partners.

 The projects, of between 1MW and 
20MW, are being fast-tracked for 
completion to stave off power rationing 
since, with suppressed demand for 
power increasing by 50MW annually, 
Bujagali and the Jinja Power Complex 
power generation capacity would be 
stretched.

 Next year, if all goes according to the 
government’s projections, the 183MW 
Isimba hydro power plant will feed 
the grid. The government expects to 
commission the 600MW Karuma dam 
in 2018. Construction of the 600MW 
Ayago is planned to start in 2018. It 
is not clear when the government or 
private investors will develop Uganda’s 
450MW potential.

Power Substation
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THE REPUBLIC OF UGANDA

Central Public Health Laboratories (CPHL)

We provide laboratory support for disease surveillance through investigation and con� rmation of 
disease outbreaks and feeding into the HMIS database at the Ministry of Health resource centre.

OUR VISION
Quality health 
laboratory services 
available to all people 
in Uganda.

OUR MISSION
Provide quality, 
cost-e� ective and 
sustainable health 
laboratory services to 
support the delivery of 
the Uganda National 
Minimum Health Care 
Package at all levels.

CPHL/NHLS KEY FUNCTIONS
1. Development of Laboratory Policy, guidelines and standards
2. Monitor and evaluate National Health Laboratory Services
3. Mobilize resources for laboratory services
4. Supervise National Laboratory quality assurance and control
5. Participate in operational research
6. Provide reference and specialized testing services to support both 

clinical and public health programs

CONTACT INFORMATION
Central Public Health Laboratories /
UNHLS
Plot 1062-106, Butabika Road - Luzira
P. O. Box 7272 Kampala Uganda
Toll free: 0800221100
Phone: +256 414 - 230265
customercare@cphl.go.ug
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1.  Health Sector Progress and Key 
Achievements

The Uganda Demographic Health Survey (UDHS) 2016 was 

areas:
Infant Mortality Rate decreased from 54/1000 to 43/1,000 
live births
Under 5 mortality from 90/1000 to 64/1000 live births

Maternal Mortality from 
438/100,000 to 336/100,000
The Contraceptive Prevalence 
Rate improved from 30% to 39%
The deliveries attended 
to by a skilled health work 
increased from 59% to 74%

The Uganda Population HIV Impact 
Assessment (UPHIA) showed a 
decline of HIV prevalence rate from 
7.3% in 2011 to 6.0% in 2016.  The 
same study assessed prevalence 
of Hepatitis B across the country 
which showed an overall prevalence of 4.3%.  This was much 
lower than previous studies in 2005 which had showed a 
prevalence of over 10%.  decline of HIV prevalence rate from 
7.3% in 2011 to 6.0% in 2016

2. Infrastructure Developments

infrastructure and supply of new equipment in the sector 
at various levels. For instance; renovation and construction 
Regional Referral Hospitals including KCCA and selected 
general hospitals are complete and near completion stages. 
Government has made progress in construction of new 
health facilities and rehabilitation of existing ones. In addition, 

of staff houses, maternity wards and OPD among others. This 

THE REPUBLIC OF UGANDA

MINISTRY OF HEALTH

Hon. Dr. Jane Ruth Aceng 
Minister of  Health

Hon. Sarah Opendi 
Minister of State
General Duties

Hon. Joyce Moriku Kaducu 
Minister of State

Primary Health Care

Working to attain a good standard of health for all people in Uganda in 
order to promote a healthy and productive life

Dr. Diana Atwine
Permanent Secretary

Rt. Hon. Dr. Ruhakana Rugunda 
Prime Minister

H. E. YOWERI KAGUTA 
MUSEVENI

PRESIDENT OF UGANDA
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was achieved with funding from GOU 
and partners

i. With funding from the World Bank, 
a total of nine hospitals; these are 
Moroto Regional Referral Hospital 
and the General Hospitals of Anaka, 
Moyo, Nebbi, Iganga, Entebbe, 
Nakaseke, Kiryandongo and 
Mityana are completed

ii. Central Public Health Laboratory 
and National TB Reference 
Laboratory at Butabika completed 
and functional.

iii. With credit worth US$88M, from 
African Development Bank, 
renovation of the Mulago National 
Referral Hospital is near completion. 
The state-of-the-art Hospital will offer 
super specialized services

iv. With funding from Islamic 
Development Bank, the 450 bed 
Specialized Maternal and Neonatal 
Hospital, Mulago is complete

v. Ground breaking ceremony for 
Construction and Equipping of the 
International Specialised Hospital of 
Uganda

vi. Upgrading of Maracha HC IV and 
Rukunyu HC IV General hospitals 
under PHC Development Grant 

vii. Renovation of the following 
hospitals; Adjumani, Kitgum, 
Kabarole, Kiboga, Kapchorwa, 
Pallisa, Itojo, Kitagata, Bugiri, 
Atutur, Apac, Abim, Bundibugyo, 
Kaberamaido, Masindi, Kagadi, 
Kambuga, Tororo, Gombe, 
Bududa and Kaabong using PHC 
Development Grant.

viii. Currently, construction and 
rehabilitation of Kawolo and 
Busolwe Hospitals is ongoing.

ix. Rehabilitation and expansion of 
Yumbe and Kayunga hospitals

x. 19 medicine stores and 26 staff 
houses under construction with 
support from GAVI

xi. Construction of 34 staff housing units 
at HC IIIs in Karamoja is in progress 

3. Strengthening of the 
laboratory systems

With support from partners, the sector 
has renovated all laboratories of the 
14 Regional Referral Hospitals and 
equipped them with the necessary 
equipment to be able to diagnose 
samples quickly.

In addition, 100 Laboratory hubs were 
also renovated and equipped. The 
sector has strengthened the transport 
laboratory network for specimen referral 
throughout the country by procuring a 
total of 83 motorcycles to enable timely 
transfer of the samples. This has helped 
in outbreak investigation where the 
Government has been able to quickly 
identify epidemics and isolate suspects 
fast.

4. Control and 
Management of 
Communicable Diseases

I. MALARIA

Malaria is the number one killer disease 
in Uganda, the Ministry of Health and its 
partners are implementing a number 
of strategies to control and reduce 
the morbidity and mortality due to the 

disease.

Working closely with partners, the sector 
continues to undertake four strategies 
in the control and management of 
Malaria. These include; Distribution of 
Mosquito Nets, Indoor Residual Spraying, 
Larviciding and Case Management. Key 
among the strategies, the Government 
is distributing Long Lasting Insecticide 
treated Mosquito nets throughout the 
country under the second Universal 
Coverage Campaign dubbed 
‘Chase Malaria’ campaign. During 
the campaign, 24 million mosquito 
nets will be distributed to all targeted 
populations countrywide. Under the 
campaign, one net is given per two 
people in every household. This has 
resulted in the reduction in the number 
of people reporting health facilities 
with Malaria. According to the Malaria 
Indicator Survey, Malaria incidence has 
dropped from 42% to 19%. 

ii. HIV/AIDS

a) Launch of Presidential Fast Track 
Initiative; This year, H.E. the 
President of Uganda launched the 
Presidential Fast-track Initiative on 
ending HIV and AIDS under the 
theme “Ending AIDS by 2030”. This 
initiative was launched with main 
focus on voluntary testing for men.

b) Provision of AntiRetroviral Therapy 
(ART); The sector has continued 
to promote the ABC strategy in 
addition to case management 
and provision of ART to HIV positive 
individuals. ART coverage has 
increased from 64.4% in 2015/16 
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to 73% in 2016/17. At least 90% HIV 
positive pregnant women have 
been initiated on ARVs for eMTCT 
during pregnancy, labor, delivery 
and postpartum. The number of 
new HIV infections among children 
has reduced from 27000 to 3000 
and this has put Uganda on the 
road to Elimination of Mother to 
Child Transmission (eMTCT) of HIV/
AIDS. 

c) Uganda Population-based HIV 
Assessment (UPHIA); The sector 
undertook a household based 
population-based HIV survey to 
assess the prevalence of HIV/
AIDS in Uganda. The Uganda 
Population HIV Impact Assessment 
(UPHIA) showed a decline of HIV 
prevalence rate from 7.3% in 2011 
to 6.0% in 2016.  The same study 
assessed prevalence of Hepatitis B 
across the country which showed 
an overall prevalence of 4.3%.  This 
was much lower than previous 
studies in 2005 which had showed 
a prevalence of over 10%.  decline 
of HIV prevalence rate from 7.3% in 
2011 to 6.0% in 2016

d) Management and Control of 
Tuberculosis (TB); The sector 
conducted the National 
Tuberculosis Prevalence survey 
which estimated the TB prevalence 
as 253 per 100,000 cases.

Working closely with partners, the sector 
opened the Supranational Tuberculosis 
Reference laboratory, the Centre for 
TB is a hub for all testing of Tuberculosis 
done within the region. Two Multi Drug 
Resistant (MDR) TB laboratories were 
opened in Lira and Soroti Regional 
Referral Hospitals. 

5. Maternal Health
a) Reduction in Maternal Mortality 

Ratio: The Maternal Mortality Ratio 
dropped from 438 per 100,000 live 
births in 2011 to 336 per 100,000 live 

has been attributed to a number 
of interventions such as; promotion 
of Family Planning, Implementation 
of EmOC interventions up to HC 
III level and mandatory maternal 

b) Reduction in Health Facility deaths; 
The deliveries attended to by a 
skilled health work increased from 
59% to 74%. Facility reports show the 
institutional maternal death rates 

have dropped from 1,136 in 2015/16 
to 1,118 in 2016/17.
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6. Immunization
The sector has made good progress 
in child immunizations increasing from 
52% to 97%, strengthening and scaling 
up immunization including introduction 
of the pneumococcal vaccine since 
2013 which resulted into the decline 
in the number of children reporting to 
health facilities with Pneumonia. The 
percentage of one year old children 
immunized against Measles stands 86.7%. 
The increase in immunization coverage 
is attributed to the introduction of 
new vaccines which saw a number of 
interventions aimed at strengthening 
routine immunization. 
a) Door-to-door Polio immunization: 

This year, the sector embarked on 
mass door-to-door immunization 
against Polio of under 5 children in 
73 selected high-risk districts. The 
objective of the campaign was to 

years of age whether previously 
immunized or not, with Oral Polio 
Vaccine (OPV) drops in the mouth, 
and achieve at least 95% coverage 
for vaccination in the selected 
districts. A total of 5,753,301 

immunized against Polio.

b)  Roll out of New vaccines: 
Preparations are underway for 
rolling out of the Rota Virus vaccine 
in 2018 and it is intended to protect 
children below one against 
diarrheal diseases.

7. Control and 
Management of Non-
Communicable Diseases 
(NCDs)

With support from partners, GOU has 
increased patients’ access to treatment 
for Non-Communicable Diseases 

medicines targeting four key NCDs 
– cardiovascular disease, diabetes, 
respiratory illnesses, and breast cancer 
will be availed countrywide. The Ministry 
of Health has already established an 
NCD program to coordinate all efforts 
toward NCD prevention and control.

8. Medicines and Drug 
Management: 

Procurement, supply and distribution 
of drugs, medicines and other medical 
supplies is a function mandated to 
the National Medical Stores (NMS). An 
average of 55% of health facilities that 
reported had over 95% availability of 
the basket of commodities compared 
to 52% in 2015/16. Over the last few 
years, there has been an improvement 
in the distribution of drugs after the 
introduction of the last mile delivery 
system. Health Facilities are trained 
and supported to quantify their needs 
annually through procurement plans. 

a) Eliminate theft of drugs and improve 
the delivery methods: The sector 
has made tremendous efforts in 
elimination of theft of drugs and 
improve delivery methods through: 
98% of all medicines and health 
supplies are now embossed “GOU 
NOT FOR SALE”; Quarterly education 
messages on Radio and TV about 
free drugs provision by GOU; 
Quarterly messages in the print 
media about distribution schedules; 
continued advocacy to third party 
agents (donors) to embrace generic 
drug embossment. 

9. Improvement of 
sanitation in communities; 
The Uganda Sanitation Fund was 
rolled out to help reduce morbidity 

and mortality due to sanitation 
related diseases among the people. 
This is done through improved 
access to basic sanitation facilities 
and adoption of good hygiene 
practices. The USF program supports 
hygiene and sanitation promotion 
in 30 districts of Pallisa, Kibuuku, 
Bukedea, Kumi, Ngora, Serere, Soroti, 
Katakwi, Amuria, Kaberamaido, 
Dokolo, Amolatar, Mbarara, Bushenyi, 
Sheema Alebtong, Apac, Arua, 
Budaka, Bulambuli, Butaleja, Koboko, 
Kole, Lira, Maracha, Moyo, Nebbi, 
Otuke, Yumbe and Zombo using 
the Community Led Total Sanitation 

the programme expanded to eight 
more districts of Namayingo, Mayuge, 
Sironko, Nakasongola, Hoima, Buliisa, 
Nepak and Nakapiripit.

As a result of their fund interventions, 
there is improved latrine coverage 
from 75% in 2015/16 to 77% in 2016/17. 
During FY 2016/17, an estimated 307,416 
new toilets were built with an additional 
965,670 people gaining access to 
household toilets. An estimated 550,603 
new handwashing facilities were 
constructed and 684,917 households 
wash their hands with soap. People are 
now adopting better hygiene behaviors 
(especially hand washing with soap), 
and this has been attributed to the 
increased sensitization of the project.

Most districts worked on creating 
demand for improved sanitation, 
working in two sub-counties using either 
Community Led Total Sanitation (CLTS) 
or Home Improvement Campaigns 
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(HIC) as approach. Ug Shs. 1.43 billion 
of the District Water & Sanitation 
Development Grant was used to 
construct public sanitation facilities at 
markets and rural growth centers. 

10. Human Resources for 
Health

a) Improvement in Health workforce; 
The health sector is committed to 
attainment and maintenance of 
an adequately sized, equitably 
distributed, appropriately skilled, 
motivated and productive 

improved from 71% in 2015/16 to 
73%. 

 In 2016/17, 116 districts and 18 
Central institutions were supported 
to develop costed recruitment 
plans. 2,222 positions were 
advertised and 2,129 health workers 
were recruited. 

b) Managing Abseentism; With 
support from Strengthening Human 
Resources for Health (SHRH) 
Project, the sector rolled out the 
mechanism for attendance tracking 
and absenteeism management 
using the Automated Attendance 
Analysis to all 116 districts. Analysis 
is being used in some districts 
by managers for administrative 
decision including salary payment 
based on number of days worked. 
Absenteeism without approval 

decreased from 50% in 2015 to 
10% by April 2017. GOU through 

Monitoring and Delivery Unit is 
working with MoH and DFID to 
implement attendance tracking 
in 20 districts in Eastern Uganda 
using biometric machine and 
smartphones.

12. Health Financing 

of National Health Insurance Scheme 
from Ministry of Finance Planning and 
Economic Development. The process 
is underway to have the bill tabled 
before Parliament. Once the bill is 
passed into law, it will diversify and 

It will also recognize funds in public and 
private domains to target it effectively 

needs. The scheme is designed to cater 
for most outpatients and inpatients.

13. Uganda Cancer Institute 
(UCI)

The Institute has completed the 
construction of 4 out of six bunkers with 
the aim of installing a radiotherapy 
machine in each of the bunkers 
with the aim of improving service 
delivery. The new Cobalt 60 machine 
is undergoing installation and 
radiotherapy services will be available 
from early November. The institute 
continues to give care and social 
psychosocial support to inpatients and 
outpatients. 

14. Uganda Heart Institute 

The institute is now a fully autonomous 
body established by the Uganda Heart 
Institute Act 2016. 

CONCLUSION
The health sector is making steady 
progress to achieve most of the 
planned targets in the Sector 
Development Plan and the NRM 
manifesto. The recently conducted 
National House Hold Survey (2015) 
and Uganda Demographic Health 

improvements in key health indicators.  
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POST – BASIC PROGRAMMES: Specialised Advanced Diplomas
Anaesthesia
Ear, Nose, Throat and Neck Surgery
Health Counselling and Social care
Health Management and Leadership
Health Promotion and Education
Speech and Language Therapy
Audiology

BASIC DIPLOMA
Medical Laboratory Technology
Pharmacy
Medical Radiography
Physiotherapy
Occupational Therapy
Orthopaedics Medicine
Medical Entomology and Parasitology
Public Health Dentistry
Dental Technology
Environmental Health Sciences (in- 
service)
Clinical and Community Nutrition
Medical Records and Informatics
 Orthopaedic Technology

CERTIFICATE 

Sciences

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

P. O. Box 34025 Kampala- Uganda, 
Tel: +256 414 541180, 540544 Fax: +256 414 541180 

Email: paramed@utlonline.co.ug  Website: www.uiahms.ac.ug

THE REPUBLIC OF UGANDA

Vision: 
“An Institution of Excellence in training and development of Allied Health and 

Management Scientists”.

Mission: 
“To inspire, develop and empower Allied Health and Management Scientists to deliver 
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Students hostels

PROGRAMMES OFFERED at UIAHMS:

Medical Lab Technology students

Mr. Alfred Otim
Principal - UIAHMS

Public Health Dentistry students
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